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Abstract
We prove that for compatible weakly nonlocal Hamiltonian and symplectic oper-
ators, hierarchies of infinitely many commuting local symmetries and conservation
laws can be generated under some easily verified conditions no matter whether the
generating Nijenhuis operators are weakly nonlocal or not. We construct a recursion
operator of the two dimensional periodic Volterra chain from its Lax representation
and prove that it is a Nijenhuis operator. Furthermore we show this system is a
(generalised) bi-Hamiltonian system. Rather surprisingly, the product of its weakly
nonlocal Hamiltonian and symplectic operators gives rise to the square of the re-
cursion operator.
1
1 Introduction
Integrable nonlinear evolution equations possess many hidden properties such as infinitely
many symmetries and conservation laws. These symmetries can be generated by so–called
recursion operators [1, 2], which map a symmetry to a new symmetry. All known recursion
operators including operands [3] for nonlinear integrable equations in the 2+1-dimension
are Nijenhuis operators. The important property of such an operator is to construct an
abelian Lie algebra. This property was independently studied by Fuchssteiner [4] and
Magri [5], where they named the operator hereditary symmetry. For example, the famous
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
ut = uxxx + 6uux
possesses a recursion operator
ℜ = D2x + 4u+ 2uxD−1x ,
where D−1x stands for the left inverse of Dx. Thus this recursion operator is only defined
on ImDx. It is a Nijenhuis operator and generates the KdV hierarchy
utj = ℜj(ux), j = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
Any polynomial of ℜ with constant coefficients such as ℜ2 is also a recursion operator of
the KdV. However, the operator ℜ2 doesn’t generate the whole KdV hierarchy starting
form ux.
The concept of Hamiltonian pairs was introduced by Magri [6]. He found that some sys-
tems admitted two distinct but compatible Hamiltonian structures (Hamiltonian pairs)
and named them twofold Hamiltonian system, nowadays known as bi-Hamiltonian sys-
tems. The KdV equation is a bi-Hamiltonian system. It can be written
ut = Dx δ(−u
2
x
2
+ u3) = (D3x + 4uDx + 2ux) δ(
u2
2
),
where δ is variational derivative with respect to the dependent variable. These two dif-
ferential operators Dx and D
3
x + 4uDx + 2ux form a Hamiltonian pair.
Interrelations between Hamiltonian pairs and Nijenhuis operators were discovered by
Gel’fand & Dorfman [7] and Fuchssteiner & Fokas [8, 9]. For example, the Nijenhuis
recursion operator of the KdV equation can be obtained via the Hamiltonian pair, that
is,
ℜ = (D3x + 4uDx + 2ux) D−1x .
Such a decomposition of the operator ℜ corresponds to the Lenard scheme used to con-
struct the hierarchies of infinitely many symmetries and cosymmetries. The story why
this concept was named after Lenard is told in [10].
In fact, the decomposition of ℜ is not unique since it can also be represented as
ℜ = Dx (Dx + 2uD−1x + 2D−1x u),
2
where the operatorDx is Hamiltonian and the operatorDx+2uD
−1
x +2D
−1
x u is symplectic.
The majority of 1 + 1-dimensional Hamiltonian integrable equations possess the same
property as the KdV equation: their Nijenhuis recursion operators can be decomposed
into the products of weakly nonlocal [11] Hamiltonian and symplectic operators of order
not less than −1 ( see [12] for a list of integrable systems). An exceptional recursion
operator can be found in [13] although it can be represented as a ratio of two compatible
weakly nonlocal Hamiltonian operators [14].
In applications, the Lenard scheme for both Hamiltonian and symplectic pairs [15] requires
that one of the operators is invertible, which is not clearly defined for (pseudo-)differential
operators in the sense that the inverses of many differential operators are no longer local.
For compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic operators, there is no need to invert any op-
erator in construction of Nijenhuis operators although the operators considered are likely
to be nonlocal. The nonlocality has motivated Dorfman to introduce Dirac structures to
the field of soliton theory [16]. Dirac structures unify and extend both Hamiltonian and
symplectic structures. She showed that pairs of Dirac structures give rise to Nijenhuis
relations, which is a generalization of the Nijenhuis operators associated with pairs of
Hamiltonian structures, and further generalised the Lenard scheme [15].
In this paper, we restrict to weakly nonlocal differential operators. Without using Dirac
structures, we prove that for compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic operators, hierar-
chies of infinitely many commuting local symmetries and conservation laws can be gen-
erated under some easily verified conditions. Their nonlocal terms suggest the starting
points of the Lenard scheme. We treat the case when the generating Nijenhuis opera-
tors are weakly nonlocal in Theorem 1 in section 3.1 and the case when the generating
Nijenhuis operators may not be weakly nonlocal in Theorem 2 in section 3.2.
We apply these results to study the algebraic structures of the following system{
φ1,t = φ1,xx + 2φ2,xx + 2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
1,x + 3e
2φ2 − 3e−2φ1−2φ2
φ2,t = −2φ1,xx − φ2,xx − 2φ1,xφ2,x − φ22,x − 3e2φ1 + 3e−2φ1−2φ2 . (1)
We construct a recursion operator of system (1) from its Lax representation by apply-
ing the idea in [17] for Lax pairs invariant under reduction groups [18, 19, 20, 21] and
prove it is a Nijenhuis operator in section 4.2. In section 5, we show this system is a bi-
Hamiltonian system by constructing a Hamiltonian operator and a symplectic operator.
Rather surprisingly, the product of its weakly nonlocal Hamiltonian and symplectic oper-
ators gives rise to the square of the Nijenhuis recursion operator. The Nijenhuis operator
itself does not possess such a decomposition. This phenomenon is very rare. The only
known example to me in the literature is the system of gas dynamics [22], which is of
hydrodynamical type and where the operators are local.
System (1) corresponds to the two dimensional periodic Volterra chain{
φn,t = θn,x + θnφn,x − e2φn−1 + e2φn+1 ,
θn+1 − θn + φn+1,x + φn,x = 0, φn+N = φn,
N∑
n=1
φn = 0. (2)
with period N = 3 [18, 19]. It has also appeared in the classification of integrable systems
of nonlinear Schro¨dinger type [23].
3
The two dimensional Volterra system (2) can be viewed as a discretisation of the Kadomtsev-
Petviashvili equation. Indeed, in the limit N →∞,
φn(x, t) = h
2u(ξ, η, τ), h = N−1,
τ = h3t, ξ = nh+ 4ht, η = h2x
system (2) goes to
uτ =
2
3
uξξξ + 8uuξ − 2D−1ξ uηη +O(h2).
For integrable equations in the 2 + 1-dimension, their recursion operators are no longer
pseudo-differential operators [24, 25, 3]. To study the family of discrete integrable system
(2) for fixed N, we wish to shed some light on this issue. The exact solutions of system (2)
have much in common with 2 + 1-dimensional integrable equations, which have recently
been investigated by Bury and Mikhailov [26].
2 Definitions of geometric operators
In this section, we sketch the basic definitions of Hamiltonian, symplectic and Nijenhuis
operators following [7, 15, 27]. We begin with the construction of a complex of variational
calculus.
2.1 Complex of variational calculus
Let x, t be the independent variables and u be a N -dimensional vector-valued dependent
variable, where N ∈ N is finite. All smooth functions depending on u and x-derivatives of
u up to some finite, but unspecified order form a differential ring A with total x-derivation
Dx =
∞∑
k=0
uk+1 · ∂
∂uk
, where uk = ∂
k
xu.
Here · denotes the inner product of vectors. The highest order of x-derivative we refer to
the order of a given function. For any element g ∈ A, we define an equivalence class (or
a functional)
∫
g by saying that g and h are equivalent if and only if g − h ∈ ImDx. The
space of functionals, denoted by A′, does not inherit the ring structure from A.
Any derivation ∂ on the ring A can be written as ∑∞k=0 hk · ∂∂uk , where hk is an N -
dimensional vector field with entries from A. We denote the space of such vector fields as
hk by AN . The derivation ∂ is uniquely defined by its action on the dependent variable
u and its x-derivatives. The derivation commuting with Dx can be recovered from its
action on the dependent variable, that is, h0 since we have hk = D
k
xh0. This is known as
an evolutionary vector field. Let h denote the space of all such h0. For any P ∈ h, there is
a unique derivation ∂P =
∑∞
k=0D
k
xP · ∂∂uk . The natural commutator of derivations leads
to the Lie bracket on h:
[P, Q] = DQ[P ]−DP [Q], P, Q ∈ η, (3)
4
where DQ =
∑∞
i=0
∂Q
∂ui
·Dix is the Fre´chet derivative of Q.
We define the action of any element P ∈ h on ∫ g ∈ A′ as follows:
P
∫
g =
∫
∂P (g) =
∫ ∑∞
k=0D
k
xP · ∂g∂uk =
∫
Dg[P ]. (4)
Direct computation shows that such an action is a representation of the Lie algebra h.
Having a representation space of Lie algebra h, we can build an associated Lie algebra
complex. This complex is called the complex of variational calculus. Let us give the first
few steps since we do not need the general theory.
We denote the space of functional n-forms by Ωn starting with Ω0 = A′. Now we consider
the space Ω1. For any vertical 1-form on the ring A, i.e., ω = ∑∞k=0 hk · duk, where
hk ∈ AN , there is a natural non-degenerate pairing with the derivations ∂P :
< ω, P >=
∫ ∑∞
k=0 h
k ·DkxP =
∫ (∑∞
k=0(−Dx)khk
) · P . (5)
This can be viewed as the pairing of 1-forms of the form ξ du with P ∈ h. Thus any element
of Ω1 is completely defined by ξ ∈ AN . For a given ω, we have ξ =∑∞k=0(−Dx)khk.
The pairing between Lie algebra h and 1-forms Ω1 allows us to give the definition of
(formal) adjoint operators to linear (pseudo)-differential operators [28].
Definition 1. Given a linear operator S : h → Ω1, we call the operator S⋆ : h → Ω1 the
adjoint operator of S if < SP1, P2 >=< S⋆P2, P1 >, where Pi ∈ h for i = 1, 2.
Similarly, we can define the adjoint operator for an operator mapping from Ω1 to h, from
h to h or from Ω1 to Ω1.
The variational derivative associates with each functional
∫
g ∈ A′ its Euler-Lagrange
expression δ(
∫
g) ∈ Ω1 defined so that
< δ(
∫
g), P >= (d
∫
g)(P ) = P
∫
g =<
∑∞
k=0(−Dx)k ∂g∂uk , P > , (6)
where d : Ωn → Ωn+1 is a coboundary operator. Due to the non-degeneracy of the pairing
(5), we have δ(
∫
g) =
∑∞
k=0(−Dx)k ∂g∂uk ∈ Ω1. In the literature one often uses E referring
to the Euler operator instead of δ. For any ξ ∈ Ω1, by direct calculation we obtain
dξ = Dξ −D⋆ξ . We say that the 1-form ξ is closed if dξ = 0.
Finally, we give the formulas of Lie derivatives along any K ∈ h using Fre´chet derivatives,
cf. [15] for the details.
Definition 2. Let LK denote the Lie derivative along K ∈ h. We have
LK
∫
g =
∫
Dg[K] for
∫
g ∈ A′;
LKh = [K, h] for h ∈ h;
LKξ = Dξ[K] +D
⋆
K(ξ) for ξ ∈ Ω1;
LKℜ = Dℜ[K]−DKℜ+ ℜDK for ℜ : h→ h;
LKH = DH[K]−DKH−HD⋆K for H : Ω1 → h;
LKI = DI [K] +D⋆KI + IDK for I : h→ Ω1.
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In this complex we can identify all the important concepts in the study of integrable
systems such as symmetries, cosymmetries, conservation laws and recursion operators.
They are all characterised by the vanishing of the Lie derivatives with respect to a given
evolution equation. This will be discussed further in section 4.1.
2.2 Symplectic, Hamiltonian and Nijenhuis operators
Definition 3. A linear operator S : h→ Ω1 (or Ω1 → h) is anti-symmetric if S = −S⋆.
Given an anti-symmetric operator I : h → Ω1, there is an anti-symmetric 2-form associ-
ated with it. Namely,
ω(P,Q) =< I(P ), Q >= − < I(Q), P >= −ω(Q,P ), P, Q ∈ h. (7)
Here the functional 2-form ω has the canonical form [28]
ω =
1
2
∫
du ∧ Idu. (8)
Definition 4. An operator I : h → Ω1 is called symplectic if and only if the anti-
symmetric 2-form (8) is closed, i.e., dω = 0.
The symplecticity condition dω = 0 can be presented in several explicit and equivalent
versions. The details can be found in Theorem 6.1 in [15].
For an anti-symmetric operator H : Ω1 → h, we can define a Poisson bracket of two
functionals {∫
f,
∫
g
}
=< δ(f),Hδ(g) > . (9)
Definition 5. The operator H is Hamiltonian if the Poisson bracket defined by (9) is
anti-symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity{{∫
f,
∫
g
}
,
∫
h
}
+
{{∫
g,
∫
h
}
,
∫
f
}
+
{{∫
h,
∫
f
}
,
∫
g
}
= 0.
For the Jacobi identity, there are several equivalent formulas given in [15] (see Theorem
5.1). In [28] (see p. 443), it was formulated as the vanishing of the functional tri-vector:∫
θ ∧DH[Hθ] ∧ θ = 0, which makes it feasible to check.
The Jacobi identity is a quadratic relation of the operator H. In general, the linear
combination of two Hamiltonian operators is no longer Hamiltonian. If it is, we say
that two such Hamiltonian operators form a Hamiltonian pair. Hamiltonian pairs play an
important role in the theory of integrability. They naturally generate Nijenhuis operators.
Definition 6. A linear operator ℜ : h→ h is called a Nijenhuis operator if it satisfies
[ℜP,ℜQ]−ℜ[ℜP,Q]− ℜ[P,ℜQ] + ℜ2[P,Q] = 0, P, Q ∈ h. (10)
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Using the definition of Lie bracket (3), formula (10) is equivalent to
LℜPℜ = ℜLPℜ. (11)
An equivalent formulation is: Dℜ[ℜP ](Q) − ℜDℜ[P ](Q) is symmetric with respect to P
and Q, cf. [9].
The properties of Nijenhuis operators [15] provide us with the explanation how the in-
finitely many commuting symmetries and conservation laws of integrable equations arise.
3 Lenard Scheme of Integrability
The Lenard scheme was first used to generate the KdV hierarchy [10]. After the discovery
of the interrelations between Hamiltonian pairs and Nijenhuis operators [7, 9] it was
applied to bi-Hamiltonian systems. In 1987, Dorfman ([16]) introduced the concept of
Dirac structures into the field of soliton theory in order to deal with nonlocal terms in
the operators.
In this section, we consider weakly nonlocal [11] Hamiltonian and symplectic operators,
i.e., pseudo-differential operators with only a finite number of nonlocal terms of the form
P ⊗D−1x Q, where P and Q are in the Lie algebra h for Hamiltonian operators and in the
space of 1-forms Ω1 for symplectic operators. We prove that for compatible weakly non-
local Hamiltonian and symplectic operators, hierarchies of commuting local symmetries
and cosymmetries can be generated under some easily verified conditions without using
Dirac structures. This is independent of the generating Nijenhuis operators being weakly
nonlocal or not. Their nonlocal terms suggest the starting points of the Lenard scheme.
Definition 7. A Hamiltonian operator H : Ω1 → h and a symplectic operator I : h→ Ω1
are compatible if ℜ = HI is a Nijenhuis operator.
We assume without loss of generality the nonlocal terms of a weakly nonlocal Hamiltonian
operator H : Ω1 → h are of the form [29]∑m
j=1 ǫjPj ⊗D−1x Pj, where ǫj ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and Pj ∈ h (12)
and those of a symplectic operator I : h→ Ω1 are of the form∑n
k=1 ǫ˜kγk ⊗D−1x γk, where ǫ˜k ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, γk ∈ Ω1 and Dγk = D⋆γk (13)
with the convention that if ǫj = 0 or ǫ˜k = 0, we take Pj = 0 or γk = 0. Here ⊗ denotes
the matrix product of two vectors (N × 1 column matrices), producing a N ×N matrix.
For a given weakly nonlocal operator S, its highest power ofDx is the order of an operator.
We say that the operator S is degenerate if there exists a non-zero weakly nonlocal
operator T such that ST = 0. Otherwise, we say that the operator S is non-degenerate.
Notice that the pairing between Pj ∈ h and γk appears in the computation of HI. It
is important to determine whether the pairing is zero or not. The pairings being zero
implies that operator HI is again weakly nonlocal.
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Lemma 1. For any Q ∈ h and ξ ∈ Ω1 if Dξ = D⋆ξ then LQξ = δ<ξ, Q>.
Proof. Indeed, for any P ∈ h we have
< δ<ξ, Q>, P >=< Dξ[P ], Q > + < ξ,DQ[P ] >=< D
⋆
ξQ+D
⋆
Qξ, P >
=< DξQ+D
⋆
Qξ, P >=< LQξ, P > .
Since the pairing is non-degenerate, we obtain LQξ = δ<ξ, Q>. 
Proposition 1. Let the nonlocal terms of operators, H and I be of the form as (12) and
(13). Assume that Pj, j = 1, · · · , m and γk, k = 1, · · · , n are linear independent over
C, respectively. If LPjI = LPjH = 0, then there exists anti-symmetric constant m × m
matrix A(j) and n× n matrix B(j) such that
ǫiLPjPi =
m∑
k=1
PkA
(j)
ki and ǫ˜iLPjγi =
n∑
k=1
γkB
(j)
ki .
Proof. The assumption LPjI = LPjH = 0 implies that∑m
i=1
(
ǫiLPjPi ⊗D−1x Pi + Pi ⊗D−1x ǫiLPjPi
)
= 0;∑n
i=1
(
ǫ˜iLPjγi ⊗D−1x γi + γi ⊗D−1x ǫ˜iLPjγi
)
= 0.
Applying Theorem 8, we obtain the results as stated. 
If for all j = 1, · · · , m the matrices B(j) are zero, the operator HI is weakly nonlocal
since δ < γi, Pj >= LPjγi = 0 according to Lemma 1. A lot of work has been done for
this case, e.g. [30, 31]. We give the Lenard scheme including all the starting points in
section 3.1. If there exists B(j) 6= 0, the operator HI is no longer weakly nonlocal. The
locality in this case has not been answered so far. In section 3.2, we tackle this problem
and work out concrete examples.
3.1 Case I: operator HI is weakly nonlocal
Theorem 1. Let H and I be compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic operators, as defined
above. Assume that LPjPl = LPjγk = LPjI = LPjH = LHγkγs = 0 and IHγk is closed,
where j, l = 1, · · · , m and k, s = 1, · · · , n. Then for all i, i1 = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,
1. ξik = (IH)iγk ∈ Ω1 are closed 1-forms and hik = Hξik ∈ h commute;
2. pij = (HI)iPj ∈ h commute and ζ ij = Ipij ∈ Ω1 are closed 1-forms;
3. vector fields hik and p
i1
j commute for all j = 1, · · · , m, k = 1, · · · , n.
If there exist f ik and g
i
j such that ξ
i
k = δf
i
k and ζ
i
j = δg
i
j, then all h
i
k and p
i
j are Hamiltonian
vector fields and their Hamiltonian are in involution.
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Before we proceed with the proof, we first give a few lemmas. Part of Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 have been formulated and proved in abstract manner in [15] (see Proposition
2.4 and 2.8). Here we give a straightforward proof.
Lemma 2. Let I be a symplectic operator. For P ∈ h such that IP ∈ Ω1, then IP is
closed if and only if LPI = 0.
Proof. We know DIP = D⋆IP if and only if for any Q,H ∈ h,
< DIP [Q], H >=< D⋆IP (H), Q >=< DIP [H ], Q >,
that is,
0 =< DIP [Q], H > − < DIP [H ], Q >
=< DI [Q](P ), H > + < IDP [Q], H > − < DI [H ](P ), Q > − < IDP [H ], Q >
= − < DI [P ](H), Q > − < D⋆PI[H ], Q > − < IDP [H ], Q >,
where we used the fact that I is a symplectic operator. This leads to
DI [P ] +D
⋆
PI + IDP = 0.
From Definition 2, it follows that LPI = 0. 
Lemma 3. Let H be a Hamiltonian operator. If Hξ = P for some ξ ∈ Ω1 and Dξ = D⋆ξ ,
then LPH = 0.
Proof. We know that LPH = DH[P ]−DPH−HD⋆P . For any p, q ∈ Ω1, we compute
< (LPH)(p), q >=< DH[Hξ](p), q > − < DHξ[Hp], q > − < HD⋆Hξ(p), q >
= − < DH[Hq](ξ), p > − < HDξ[Hp], q > + < DHξ[Hq], p >= 0,
where we used Dξ = D
⋆
ξ and H being a Hamiltonian operator. This leads to LPH = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The assumption that LPjγk = 0 and the closedness of ξ leads to
δ <γk, Pj>= 0. Thus the operator ℜ = HI is weakly nonlocal with nonlocal terms as
follows: ∑m
j=1 ǫjPj ⊗D−1x (IPj) +
∑n
k=1 ǫ˜k(Hγk)⊗D−1x γk .
Besides, ℜ is Nijenhuis since H and I are compatible.
We first check the conditions of statement 2 in Lemma 7 in the Appendix. For the first
statement in the theorem, we only need to check LPjℜ = LHγkℜ = 0. We know
LPjℜ = LPj (HI) = LPj (H)I +HLPj (I) = 0.
Now we show LHγkℜ = 0. Since LPjγk = 0, so Hγk is local. Together with Dγk = D⋆γk ,
we have LHγkH = 0 by Lemma 3. The assumption that IHγk, which is local due to
LHγkγi = 0, is closed leads to LHγkI = 0 from Lemma 2. So LHγkℜ = LHγk(HI) = 0.
Thus we prove that 1-forms ξik = (IH)iγk are local and closed.
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For the second statement in the theorem, we need to show LPj (IPl) = LHγk(IPj) = 0
and IHIPj is closed.
It is clear that LPj (IPl) = LPj (I)(Pl) + ILPj (Pl) = 0 by the assumptions. We also know
LPj (Hγk) = LPjH(γk) +H(LPjγk) = 0. (14)
So LHγk(IPj) = LHγk(I)(Pj) + ILHγk(Pj) = 0. From Lemma 2, IHIPj being closed
is equivalent to LHIPjI = LℜPjI = 0. It follows from Lemma 2 and LPjI = 0 that
IPj is closed. We also know ℜPj is local since we have proved LPj(IPl) = 0. Thus
LℜPjH = 0 according to Lemma 3. Since ℜ is Nijenhuis, we have LℜPjℜ = ℜLPjℜ = 0,
that is, 0 = (LℜPjH)I = HLℜPjI = HLℜPjI implying LℜPjI = 0. We can now draw the
conclusion that 1-forms ζ ij = Ipij are local and closed.
Next the conditions of statement 1 in Lemma 7 in Appendix are satisfied when we take
into account what we have proved. Thus we can conclude for fixed k and j, vector fields
hik = Hξik commute and pij = (HI)iPj commute.
The third statement in the theorem follows from the fact ℜ is Nijenhuis and
LPjPl = LHγk(Hγs) = LPj (Hγk) = 0
for all j, l = 1, · · · , m and k, s = 1, · · · , n.
Finally, we prove
{
f ik, g
i1
j
}
= 0 if f ik and g
i1
j exist. The other cases
{
f ik, f
i1
k1
}
= 0 and{
gij1, g
i1
j
}
= 0 can be proved in the same way. We have
{
f ik, g
i1
j
}
=< ξik,Hζ i1j >=< (IH)iγk, (HI)i1+1Pj >=< γk, ℜi1+i+1Pj >
and
δ < γk, ℜs+1Pj >= Lℜs+1Pjγk = δ < IHγk, ℜsPj >= LℜsPj(IHγk)
= (LℜsPj(IH))γk + IHLℜsPj (γk) = IHLℜsPj (γk).
By induction, we obtain Lℜs+1Pjγk = δ < γk, ℜs+1Pj >= 0 implying
{
f ik, g
i1
j
}
= 0. By
now, we complete the proof. 
This theorem gives rise to the Lenard scheme as shown in Figure 1 for fixed k and j.
In fact, such a scheme has been implicitly used for some integrable equations including
the new systems in [32]. Since we have, for P,Q ∈ h or P,Q ∈ Ω1,
P ⊗D−1x Q +Q⊗D−1x P =
1
2
(P +Q)⊗D−1x (P +Q)−
1
2
(P −Q)⊗D−1x (P −Q),
we can easily adapt Theorem 1 in terms of P and Q instead of P + Q and P − Q since
all the operations involved in the theorem such as Lie derivatives and Poisson bracket are
linear.
Example 1. The Sawada-Kotera equation
ut = u5x + 5uu3x + 5uxu2x + 5u
2ux (15)
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ξ0k = γk
h0k
H
ξ1k
h1k
H
ξ2k
h2k
H
I
I
I
· · · · · · · · ·
Pj = p
0
j I
ζ0jH
p1j I
ζ1jH
p2j I
ζ2jH
· · · · · · · · ·
Figure 1: Lenard scheme for compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic
operators when the generating Nijenhuis operator is weakly nonlocal
has a Hamiltonian operator
H = D3x + 2uDx + 2Dxu
and a compatible symplectic operator [33]
I = D3x + uDx +Dxu+ (uxx +
u2
2
)D−1x +D
−1
x (uxx +
u2
2
).
Starting from both 1 and uxx +
u2
2
as ξ01 and ξ
0
2 in Figure 1, we generate the hierarchies
of symmetries and cosymmetries of the Sawada-Kotera equation.
3.2 Case II: operator HI is not weakly nonlocal
We start with a known example: although both the Hamiltonian and the symplectic
operator are weakly nonlocal, the operator HI is not weakly nonlocal.
Example 2. The two-component system{
ut = uxxx + 9uuxv + 3u
2vx
vt = vxxx + 9uvvx + 3v
2ux
(16)
possesses a Hamiltonian operator
H =
( −uD−1x u Dx + uD−1x v
Dx + vD
−1
x u −vD−1x v
)
=
(
0 Dx
Dx 0
)
−
(
u
−v
)
D−1x
(
u −v )
and a symplectic operator
I =
(
3vD−1x v Dx + 2uD
−1
x v + 3vD
−1
x u
Dx + 2vD
−1
x u+ 3uD
−1
x v 3uD
−1
x u
)
=
(
0 Dx
Dx 0
)
+ 3
(
v
u
)
D−1x
(
v u
)
+
(
u
v
)
D−1x
(
u v
)−( u−v
)
D−1x
(
u −v) .
These compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic structures of system (16) first appeared in
[34], although the given symplectic operator was incorrect as stated there.
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Using the notations in (12) and (13), we have
P1 =
(
u
−v
)
; γ1 =
(
u
v
)
; γ2 =
(
u
−v
)
; γ3 =
(√
3v√
3u
)
. (17)
Indeed,
(
LP1γ1, −LP1γ2, LP1γ3
)
=
(
γ1, γ2, γ3
)0 −2 02 0 0
0 0 0

 6= 0
and thus we can not present HI as a weakly nonlocal operator.
Definition 8. We say Q1 ≡ Q2, where Q1, Q2 ∈ h, with respect to {β1, · · · , βn}, where
βi ∈ Ω1 if LQ1−Q2βi = 0 for i = 1, · · · , n.
Lemma 4. Let γi, i = 1, 2, 3 and P1 be defined as (17) in Example 2. For any Q ∈ h and
anti-symmetric 3×3 constant matrix A, if ǫ˜iLQγi =
∑3
k=1 γkAki, then Q ≡ SpanC < P1 >
with respect to {γ1, γ2, γ3}.
Proof. From LQγ1 = A21γ2+A31γ3, we obtainQ ≡ 12
(
A21u+ A31
√
3v, A31
√
3u−A21v
)tr
with respect to γ1. For such Q, it follows A32 = 0 from −LQγ2 = −A21γ1 + A32γ3 and
further A31 = 0 from LQγ3 = −A31γ1. Thus we have Q ≡ A212
(
u, −v)tr. 
This lemma is inspired by Theorem 8 in Appendix. The idea is to identify Q ∈ h such
that ǫ˜kLQγk =
∑n
i=1 γiAik when the anti-symmetric n×n constant matrix A 6= 0 for given
a set of linear independent γi, i = 1, · · · , n over C. Such an evolutionary vector field is
rather strict. Therefore, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 9. We say ξ ∈ Ω1 is proper for the operators H and I if for all 1 ≤ l ∈ N,
vectors (HI)lHξ have no intersection with SpanC < P1, · · · , Pn >.
Theorem 2. Let Hamiltonian and symplectic operators, H and I with nonlocal terms
being (12) and (13), be compatible. Assume that
1. H is non-degenerate;
2. γk are linear independent over C for k = 1, · · · , n;
3. LPjI = LPjH = 0 for j = 1, · · · , m;
4. For an anti-symmetric n×n constant matrix A and Q ∈ h, if ǫ˜kLQγk =
∑n
i=1 γiAik,
then Q ≡ SpanC < P1, · · · , Pn > with respect to {γ1, · · · , γn}.
Then for a proper closed 1-form ξ0 satisfying LPjξ
0 = LHξ0γk = LHξ0ξ0 = 0 such that
IHξ0 is closed, all ξi = (IH)iξ0 ∈ Ω1 are closed 1-forms and hi = Hξi ∈ h commute for
i = 0, 1, 2, · · · . If, moreover, ξi = δf i, then all hi are Hamiltonian vector fields and their
Hamiltonians are in involution.
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Proof. Since H and I are compatible, we have that ℜ = HI is Nijenhuis. From the
definition of h0 and Lemma 2 and 3 this leads to Lh0H = Lh0I = 0 and thus Lh0ℜ = 0.
Therefore, under the assumptions, if hi ∈ h and ξi ∈ Ω1, i.e., local, then the hi commute,
Lhiℜ = 0 and the ξi are closed. Thus we only need to show that hi and ξi are local.
Assume that hl−1 and ξl are local and LPjξ
l = 0 for l ≥ 1. We show that hl and ξl+1 are
local and LPjξ
l+1 = 0 by induction. It follows from Lemma 1 that δ < Pj, ξ
l >= 0. Thus
we have hl = Hξl ∈ h. Moreover, LhlH = 0 from Lemma 3. Since
0 = Lhlℜ = (LhlH)I +HLhlI = HLhlI,
this leads to LhlI = 0 due to the non-degeneracy of H. This implies that∑n
k=1 ǫ˜k(Lhlγk ⊗D−1x γk + γk ⊗D−1x Lhlγk) = 0. (18)
It follows from Theorem 8 in Appendix that ǫ˜iLhlγi =
∑n
k=1 γkAki, where the Aki are
constant and Aki = −Aik. From assumption 4, if the matrix A 6= 0, then hl contains the
vector in SpanC < P1, · · · , Pn >, which cannot be true since ξ0 is proper with respect
to operator H and I. Therefore, the matrix A must be zero and this implies Lhlγk = 0.
By Lemma 1, we have δ < hl, γk >= 0 and thus ξ
l+1 = Ihl ∈ Ω1. Using the Leibnitz
rule for the Lie derivative and the assumption LPjI = LPjH = 0, we obtain LPjξl+1 =
LPj (IHξl) = 0.
Finally, we prove that {f i, f i1} = 0 if ξi = δf i in the same way as we did for Theorem 1.
We have {f i, f i1} =< ξi,Hξi1 >=< (IH)iξ0,H(IH)i1ξ0 >=< ξ0,ℜi1+ih0 > and
δ < ξ0, ℜi1+ih0 >= Lℜi1+ih0ξ0 = δ < IHξ0, ℜi1+i−1h0 >= Lℜi1+i−1h0(IHξ0)
= (Lℜi1+i−1h0(IH))ξ0 + IHLℜi1+i−1h0(ξ0) = IHLℜi1+i−1h0(ξ0).
By induction, we obtain Lℜi1+ih0ξ
0 = δ < ξ0, ℜi1+ih0 >= 0 implying {f i, f i1} = 0 and
this completes the proof. 
This theorem gives rise to the Lenard scheme as shown in Figure 2.
ξ0
h0
H
ξ1
h1
H
ξ2
h2
H
I
I
I
· · · · · · · · ·
Figure 2: Lenard scheme for compatible Hamiltonian and symplectic
operators when the generating Nijenhuis operator is not weakly nonlocal
Before we apply it to concrete examples, we make a few remarks.
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Remark 1. The assumption 4 was inspired by Lemma 4. From the proof of the theorem,
the purpose of Definition 9 and this assumption is to enable us to draw the conclusion
Ll+1h ξk = 0 from identity (18). For concrete examples, it is possible we do not require
such strong assumptions. If γk is polynomial and we restrict Q to be polynomial, we only
need to check that hl does not contain linear terms in dependent variables since only such
vector fields preserve the order and the degree of γk.
Remark 2. In application to nonlinear evolution equations, the γk in Theorem 2 are good
candidates for ξ0. If one of them, say γn without loss of generality, is indeed the starting
point, we only need to check the assumptions 2 and 4 in Theorem 2 for γk, k = 1, · · · , n−1.
Proposition 2. Starting from ξ0 =
√
3
3
γ3 the hierarchy of commuting local symmetries
and conservation laws for system (16) (cf. Definition 10) can be generated using the
Lenard scheme as shown in Figure 2 .
Proof. To prove the statement, we check the conditions in Theorem 2. The operator H is
non-degenerate since the determinant of the coefficient matrix ofDx is non-zero. Following
Remark 2, we only consider γ1 and γ2, which are obviously linear independent over C.
Secondly, by direct calculation we have LP1H = LP1I = 0. Finally, as we remarked in
Remark 1 we only need to check for all l that the vectors hl do not contain any terms
linear in u and v, which is true for the given operators and ξ0 (although assumption 4 has
been proved in Lemma 4).
Now we check the conditions on ξ0. Notice that ξ0 is closed and LP1ξ
0 = 0. Moreover,
Hξ0 =
(
ux
vx
)
; IHξ0 =
(
vxx + 4uv
2
uxx + 4u
2v
)
= δ
∫
(−uxvx + 2u2v2).
So all the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and thus we proved the statement. 
Example 3. Consider the vector modified KdV equation [35]
Vt = Vxxx + 3 < V, V > Vx + 3 < V, Vx > V, (19)
where the dimension of vector V is N . Let Jij and Sij be N ×N matrices. We represent
its Hamiltonian operator and sympletic operator [36] as follows:
H = Dx +
∑
1≤i<j≤N
(JijV )⊗D−1x (JijV ); (Jij)kl = δki δlj − δliδkj
I = Dx + 2V ⊗D−1x V +
∑
1≤i≤j≤N
1
1 + δji
(SijV )⊗D−1x (SijV ); (Sij)kl = δki δlj + δliδkj .
Proposition 3. Starting from ξ0 = V the hierarchy of commuting local symmetries and
conservation laws for equation (19) can be generated using the Lenard scheme as shown
in Figure 2.
We first check assumption 3 of Theorem 2 in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. The Lie derivatives of H and I as defined in Example 3 along the vector JijV
vanish, that is, LJijVH = LJijV I = 0.
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Proof. According to Definition 10, we have
LJijVH = DH[JijV ]− JijH +HJij
=
∑
1≤k<l≤N
{
([Jkl, Jij]V )⊗D−1x (JklV ) + (JklV )⊗D−1x ([Jkl, Jij]V )
}
;
LJijV I = DI [JijV ]− JijI + IJij
=
∑
1≤k≤l≤N
{
([Skl, Jij]V )⊗D−1x (JklV ) + (JklV )⊗D−1x ([Skl, Jij ]V )
}
.
Using the fact that
[Jkl, Jij ] = Jkjδ
i
l + Jikδ
j
l + Jjlδ
i
k + Jliδ
j
k;
[Skl, Jij ] = Skjδ
i
l − Sikδjl + Sjlδik − Sliδjk;
we can prove that LJijVH = LJijV I = 0. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We check the conditions in Theorem 2 one by one. First the
operator H is non-degenerate since the determinant of the coefficient matrix of Dx is non-
zero. For assumption 2, following Remark 2, we only consider SijV , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤, which
are linear independent over C. Assumption 3 is proved in Lemma 5. Finally, according
to Remark 1, instead of checking assumption 4, we only need to check for all l that the
vectors hl do not contain any terms linear in u and v, which is true for the given operators
and ξ0.
Now we check the conditions on ξ0. Notice that ξ0 is closed and LJijV ξ
0 = 0. Moreover,
Hξ0 = Vx; IHξ0 = Vxx + 2 < V, V > V = δ
∫
−1
2
(< Vx, Vx > − < V, V >2).
So following the proof of Theorem 2 we obtain the results in the statement. 
The following lemma show how to check assumption 4 for Example 3 although it is not
necessary since the objects we considered are differential polynomials.
Lemma 6. Let JijV and SijV be defined as (3) in Example 2. For any Q ∈ h and
anti-symmetric constant matrix A, if
1
1+δji
LQ(SijV ) =
∑
1≤k≤l≤N Aklij(SklV ) , (20)
where Aklij = −Aijkl, Aklij = Alkij and Aklij = Aklji, then Q ≡ SpanC<Jij , 1≤ i < j ≤ N>
with respect to {Sij, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N}.
Proof. When i = j, we know 1
2
LQ(SiiV ) =
∑
1≤k≤l≤nAklii(SklV ). From Definition 2, it
follows that the k-th component of Q is equivalent to
∑N
j=1AkjkkV
(j), where Akjkk = Ajkkk
and V (j) is the j-th component of the vector V . For such Q and i < j, we compute
LQ(SijV ) =
∑N
l=1(AiliiSljV + AjljjSliV ) .
Comparing to the coefficient of SiiV in (20), we obtain that Aiiij = Ajijj = −Ajjij. This
leads to Q ≡∑1≤i<j≤nAijiiJijV with respect to {Sij, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N}. 
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4 Construction of recursion operators
In this section, we construct a recursion operator of system (1) from its Lax representation.
In general, it is not easy to construct a recursion operator for a given integrable equation
although the explicit formula is given, cf. Definition 10. The difficulty lies in how to
determine the starting terms of ℜ, i.e., the order of the operator, and how to construct
its nonlocal terms. Many papers are devoted to this subject, see [37, 38, 30]. If the
Lax representation of the equation is known, there is an amazingly simple approach to
construct a recursion operator proposed in [17]. The idea in [17] can be developed for
the Lax pairs that are invariant under the reduction groups. The general setting up and
results will be published later. Here we only treat system (1).
4.1 Integrability of evolution equations
Before we proceed, we first give the basic definitions for symmetries, cosymmetries and
recursion operators, etc. for evolution equations [15, 28] in the context of the variational
complex described in Section 2. Meanwhile we fix the notation.
To each element K ∈ h, we can associate an evolution equation of the form
ut = K. (21)
Strictly speaking, this association is not as innocent as it looks, since one associates to
the evolution equation the derivation
∂
∂t
+
∞∑
k=0
DkxK
∂
∂uk
.
As long as objects concerned are time-independent as in this paper, one does not see the
difference, but in the time dependent case one really has to treat the equation and its
symmetries as living in different spaces, cf. [27] for details.
Definition 10. Given an evolution equation (21), when Lie derivatives of the following
vanish along K ∈ h we call: ∫g ∈ A′ a conserved density; h ∈ h a symmetry; ξ ∈ Ω1
a cosymmetry; ℜ : h → h a recursion operator; a Hamiltonian operator H : Ω1 → h a
Hamiltonian operator for the equation; a symplectic operator I : h → Ω1 a symplectic
operator for the equation.
Here we use the standard definition of a recursion operator in the literature. We refer the
reader to [39] for a discussion of the problems with this definition when symmetries are
time-dependent.
From the above definitions, we can show that if
∫
f is a conserved density of the equation,
then δ(
∫
f) is its cosymmetry. Moreover, if H is a Hamiltonian operator and I is a
symplectic operator of a given equation, then HI is a recursion operator. Operator H
maps cosymmetries to symmetries while I maps symmetries to cosymmetries.
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We say that the evolution equation (21) is a Hamiltonian system if for a (pseudo-differential)
Hamiltonian operator H, there exists a functional ∫f , called the Hamiltonian, such that
H δ(∫f) is a symmetry of the equation. Additionally, if for a (pseudo-differential) sym-
plectic operator I, which is compatible with H, there exists a functional ∫ g such that
Iut = IK = δ(
∫
g) ,
we say that the evolutionary equation is a (generalised) bi-Hamiltonian system.
The Sawada-Kotera equation (15) is a bi-Hamiltonian system since we have
ut = Hδ
∫
(−u
2
x
2
+
u3
6
)
and
Iut = δ
∫ (
1
2
u24x −
7
2
uu23x +
8
3
u32x + 8u
2u22x −
17
6
u4x −
25
3
u3u2x +
2
9
u6
)
.
4.2 Construction of a recursion operator
Consider a matrix operator of the form
L(λ) = Dx + λ
−1V∆− λ∆−1V, (22)
where λ is the spectral parameter and ∆ is a 3× 3 matrix satisfying
∆ =

 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0

 and V =

 v1 0 00 v2 0
0 0 v3

 =

 eφ1 0 00 eφ2 0
0 0 eφ3

 .
Here ∆ acts as a shift operator. Clearly we have ∆3 = I and ∆T = ∆−1 = ∆2.
Notation 1. From now on, we often write vi = e
φi, i = 1, .., 3, where
∑3
i=1 φi = 0.
The operator L(λ) is invariant under the following two transformations
s : L(λ) 7→ S−1L(σλ)S and r : L(λ) 7→ −L⋆( 1
λ
),
where S is a diagonal 3 × 3 matrix given by Sii = σi and σ = e2πi/3. These two transfor-
mations satisfy
s2 = r2 = id, rsr = s−1
and therefore generate the dihedral group D3. The reduction groups of Lax pairs have
been studied in [19, 20, 21].
Assume that
∑3
j=1 φj = 0. Consider the zero curvature equation
L(λ)t = [L(λ), A(λ)], (23)
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where A(λ) = λ−1bV∆− λ∆−1V b+3λ−2(V∆)2− 3λ2(∆−1V )2 and b is a diagonal 3× 3
matrix with entries bii = φi+1,x − φi+2,x under the convention φi = φi mod 3 for i > 3. It
gives us a 3-component system
φi,t = φi+1,xx − φi+2,xx + (φi+1,x − φi+2,x)φi,x + 3e2φi+1 − 3e2φi+2 , i = 1, 2, 3. (24)
Substituting the constraint
∑3
j=1 φj = 0 into (24), we obtain system (1).
Notice that system (24) is homogeneous if we assign the weights of vi = e
φi as 1 and the
weights of φi as zero. We can also consider system (1) to be homogeneous under the same
weights since we derive it from homogeneous system (24). This homogeneity enables us
directly apply the results in [30].
The operator A(λ) in (23) is also invariant under the transformations s and r. In the
commutator of the operators L(λ) and A(λ), the coefficients of positive powers of λ are
transposes of the negative powers and thus give no extra information. The constant term,
i.e., the coefficient of λ0, is trivially satisfied. This is true in general.
For given L(λ), we can build up a hierarchy of nonlinear systems by choosing different
operators A(λ) starting with λ−n(V∆)n. It is easy to check (V∆)3 = I when
∑3
j=1 φj = 0.
This implies that system (1) has no symmetries of order 3n.
The idea to construct a recursion operator directly from a Lax representation is to relate
the different operators A(λ) using ansatz A¯(λ) = PA(λ)+R and then to find the relation
between two flows corresponding to A¯(λ) and A(λ). Here P commutes with L(λ) and R
is the reminder [17].
Since the operator L(λ) given by (22) is invariant, we require that the ansatz PA(λ) +R
is also invariant. We take P = λ3+λ−3, which is a primitive automorphic function of the
group D3 and R is of the form
R =
3∑
j=1
(
λ−jdj(V∆)
j − λj(∆−1V )jdj
)
where dj =

 dj,1 0 00 dj,2 0
0 0 dj,3

 . (25)
This leads to
L(λ)τ = [PA(λ) +R,L(λ)] = PL(λ)t + [R, L(λ)]. (26)
Substituting the ansatz (25) into (26) and collecting the coefficient of negative powers of
λ, we obtain
λ−4 : Vt∆− V∆d3 + d3V∆ = 0;
λ−3 : d2 −Dxd3 − V∆d2(V∆)2 = 0;
λ−2 : −∆−1Vt −Dx(d2(V∆)2)− V∆d1(V∆) +∆−1V d3 + d1(V∆)2 − d3∆−1V = 0;
λ−1 : Vτ∆ = −Dx(d1V∆) +∆−1V d2(V∆)2 − d2(V∆)2∆−1V.
(27)
We introduce the notation
φ =

 φ1 0 00 φ2 0
0 0 φ3


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and define ∆iφ = φ(i)∆, where i = 1, 2. Using this notation, we have Vt = V φt and
Dx(V∆)
j =
∑j−1
i=0 φ
(i)
x (V∆)j . Now formula (27) can be simplified as follows
φt − d(1)3 + d3 = 0; (28)
Dxd3 + d
(1)
2 − d2 = 0; (29)
−2∆−1φtV 2∆−Dx(d2)− d2φx − d2φ(1)x − d(1)1 + d1 = 0; (30)
φτ = −Dx(d1)− d1φx +∆−1d2V 2∆− d2V 2(1). (31)
Under the assumption
∑3
j=1 φj = 0, we can solve system (28). The unique solution for
traceless matrix d3 is
d3 = −1
3
(2φt + φ
(1)
t ) =
1
3
(φ
(2)
t − φt).
Since d3 is traceless, system (29) is consistent. Its general solution is
d2 =
1
3
(2Dxd3 +Dxd
(1)
3 ) + c2I =
1
3
φ
(2)
xt + c2I,
where c2 is a constant. In order to solve system (30), the trace of its both sides should be
equal, that is,
0 = Tr(−2∆−1φtV 2∆−Dx(d2)− d2φx − d2φ(1)x )
= −Dt(e2φ1 + e2φ2 + e2φ3)− 3Dxc2 + 1
6
Dt(φ
2
1,x + φ
2
2,x + φ
2
3,x),
where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix. So we can take
c2 = −13
∑3
j=1D
−1
x (v
2
j − 16φ2j,x)t.
We now substitute d2 into (30). It follows
−2φ(2)t V 2(2) − 13φ(2)xxt − (Dxc2)I + 13φ(2)x φ(2)xt + c2φ(2)x − d(1)1 + d1 = 0.
Solving for d1, we obtain
d1 =
1
3
(
2φ
(2)
t V
2(2) + 1
3
φ
(2)
xxt − 13φ(2)x φ(2)xt − c2φ(2)x
−2φ(1)t V 2(1) − 13φ(1)xxt + 13φ(1)x φ(1)xt + c2φ(1)x
)
+ c1I,
where c1 is a constant. Again due to the consistence of system (31), c1 satisfies
0 = −3Dxc1 − Tr(d1φx − d(2)2 V 2(2) + d2V 2(1)).
Using the solutions of d2 and d1, we can write it as
3Dxc1 =
1
9
(
α1, α2, α3
) φ1,tφ2,t
φ3,t

 ,
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where αi = (φi+2,x−φi+1,x)(D2x−φi,xDx+6v2i )+3(v2i+1−v2i+2)Dx. Now we have determined
d2 and d1. Substituting them into (31), we have
3φi,τ = Dx
(−2φi+2,tv2i+2 − 13φi+2,xxt + 13φi+2,xφi+2,xt − c2φi+2,x
+2φi+1,tv
2
i+1 +
1
3
φi+1,xxt − 13φi+1,xφi+1,xt + c2φi+1,x + 3c1
)
+φi,x
(−2φi+2,tv2i+2 − 13φi+2,xxt + 13φi+2,xφi+2,xt − c2φi+2,x
+2φi+1,tv
2
i+1 +
1
3
φi+1,xxt − 13φi+1,xφi+1,xt + c2φi+1,x + 3c1
)
+(φi+1,xtv
2
i+2 − φi+2,xtv2i+1) + 3c2(v2i+1 − v2i+2)
= Dx
(−2φi+2,tv2i+2 − 13φi+2,xxt + 13φi+2,xφi+2,xt + 2φi+1,tv2i+1 + 13φi+1,xxt − 13φi+1,xφi+1,xt)
+1
3
∑3
j=1(2v
2
jφj,t − 13φj,xφj,xt)(φi+1,x − φi+2,x) + (φi+1,xtv2i+2 − φi+2,xtv2i+1)
−1
9
∑3
j=1((φj+2,x − φj+1,x)(6v2jφj,t + φj,xxt − φj,xφj,xt) + 3(v2j+1 − v2j+2)φj,xt)
+φi,x
(−2φi+2,tv2i+2 − 13φi+2,xxt + 13φi+2,xφi+2,xt + 2φi+1,tv2i+1 + 13φi+1,xxt − 13φi+1,xφi+1,xt)
−1
9
(
3(v2i+1 − v2i+2) + (φi+1,xx − φi+2,xx) + φi,x(φi+1,x − φi+2,x)
)∑3
j=1 φj,xφj,t
−1
9
φi,x
∑3
j=1((φj+2,x − φj+1,x)(φj,xt − φj,xφj,t) + 3(v2j+1 − v2j+2)φj,t − (φj+2,xx − φj+1,xx)φj,t)
+1
3
(
3(v2i+1 − v2i+2) + (φi+1,xx − φi+2,xx) + φi,x(φi+1,x − φi+2,x)
)
D−1x
∑3
j=1(2v
2
j +
1
3
φj,xx)φj,t
−1
9
φi,xD
−1
x
∑3
j=1
(
(φj+2,x − φj+1,x)(6v2j + φj,xx) + (φj+2,xxx − φj+1,xxx)
+φj,x(φj+2,xx − φj+1,xx)− 6(v2j+1φj+1,x − v2j+2φj+2,x)
)
φj,t .
We substitute φ3 = −φ1−φ2 into the above expression. This leads to a recursion operator
ℜ of system (1) mapping the flow ( φ1,t, φ2,t )T to the flow ( φ1,τ , φ2,τ )T , that is,(
φ1,τ
φ2,τ
)
= ℜ
(
φ1,t
φ2,t
)
=
( ℜ11 ℜ12
ℜ21 ℜ22
)(
φ1,t
φ2,t
)
.
Theorem 3. System (1) possesses a recursion operator of order 3 with entries
ℜ11(φ1, φ2) = 13D3x + 23(φ1,x + φ2,x)D2x
+1
9
(3φ1,xx − φ1,xφ2,x + 3φ2,xx − φ21,x − φ22,x + 21v23 + 3v22 + 3v21)Dx
−1
9
(7φ1,xφ2,xx + φ1,xxφ2,x + 2φ1,xφ1,xx + 2φ2,xφ2,xx + 4φ
3
1,x + 7φ
2
1,xφ2,x + φ1,xφ
2
2,x)
+1
3
(5v21 − 4v22 − 7v23)φ1,x + 13(8v21 − v22 − 13v23)φ2,x
−1
9
φ1,xD
−1
x s2,φ1 − 19φ1,tD−1x s1,φ1 ;
ℜ12(φ1, φ2) = 23D3x + 23φ1,xD2x + 19(3φ1,xx − 2φ21,x − 2φ1,xφ2,x − 2φ22,x + 6v21 + 24v22 + 24v23)Dx
+2
9
(φ1,xφ1,xx − φ1,xφ2,xx − φ2,xφ1,xx − 2φ2,xφ2,xx − φ31,x − φ21,xφ2,x − φ1,xφ22,x)
+2
3
(v21 + v
2
2 − 5v23)φ1,x + 4(v22 − v23)φ2,x − 19φ1,xD−1x s2,φ2 − 19φ1,tD−1x s1,φ2;
and ℜ21(φ1, φ2) = −ℜ12(φ2, φ1); ℜ22(φ1, φ2) = −ℜ11(φ2, φ1). Here{
s1,φ1 = −2φ1,xx − φ2,xx − 6e2φ1 + 6e−2φ1−2φ2
s1,φ2 = −φ1,xx − 2φ2,xx − 6e2φ2 + 6e−2φ1−2φ2 (32)

s2,φ1 = −3φ2,xxx − 4φ1,xφ1,xx + 2φ2,xφ2,xx − 2φ1,xxφ2,x − 2φ1,xφ2,xx
−12e2φ1φ2,x − 12e2φ2φ2,x − 12e−2φ1−2φ2φ2,x
s2,φ2 = 3φ1,xxx − 2φ1,xφ1,xx + 4φ2,xφ2,xx + 2φ1,xxφ2,x + 2φ1,xφ2,xx
+12e2φ1φ1,x + 12e
2φ2φ1,x + 12e
−2φ1−2φ2φ1,x
(33)
and φ1,t , φ2,t is the system itself.
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In Theorem 3, (32) and (33) are two co-symmetries of system (1). They are variational
derivatives of the following two conservation laws:
H1 = φ
2
1,x + φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
2,x − 3(v21 + v22 + v23);
H2 = 3φ1,xφ2,xx + φ
2
1,xφ2,x − φ1,xφ22,x + 23φ31,x − 23φ32,x + 6v21φ3,x + 6v22φ1,x + 6v23φ2,x.
The nonlocal terms of the recursion operator are determined by the symmetries and
co-symmetries of the corresponding orders. Such structures of recursion operators have
been discussed in [30, 31]. It has been shown that such recursion operator gives rise to
hierarchies of infinitely many commuting local symmetries if it is a Njienhuis operator.
Theorem 4. The operator ℜ defined in Theorem 3 is Nijenhuis.
Proof. We need to check that the expression H := Dℜ[ℜP ](Q) − ℜDℜ[P ](Q) is sym-
metric with respect to two-component vectors P and Q. We use subindex i to denote
i-th component. The first component of H will be written as H1. The calculation is
straightforward, but rather complicated. Here we only pick out the constant terms in H ,
i.e., terms are independent of the dependent variables φ1, φ2 and their x-derivatives. We
denote these terms by H0.
For the recursion operator ℜ, its constant and linear terms are
ℜ0 = 1
3
(
D3x 2D
3
x
−2D3x −D3x
)
;
ℜ1 = 1
3
(
(φ1,x + φ2,x)D
2
x +Dx(φ1,x + φ2,x)Dx φ1,xD
2
x +Dxφ1,xDx
−φ2,xD2x −Dxφ2,xDx −(φ1,x + φ2,x)D2x −Dx(φ1,x + φ2,x)Dx
)
.
So H0 = Dℜ1[ℜ0P ](Q) − ℜ0Dℜ1 [P ](Q). Due to the relations among the entries of the
operator ℜ, it is easy to see the second component of H0, i.e., (H0)2 is related to its first
component as follows:
(H0)2(P1, P2;Q1, Q2) = (H
0)1(P2, P1;Q2, Q1).
Thus we only require to check whether the first component is symmetric with respect to
P and Q or not. Notice that
9(H0)2(P1, P2;Q1, Q2)
= (P2,4x − P1,4x)Q1,2x +Dx ((P2,4x − P1,4x)Q1,x + (P1,4x + 2P2,4x)Q2,x)
+(P1,4x + 2P2,4x)Q2,2x −D3x((P1,x − P2,x)Q1,2x − (P1,x + 2P2,x)Q2,2x)
−D4x((P1,x + P2,x)Q1,x + P1,xQ2,x − 2(P1,x + P2,x)Q2,x − 2P2,xQ1,x)
= (P2,5x − P1,5x)Q1,x + (P1,5x + 2P2,5x)Q2,x + (P2,x − P1,x)Q1,5x + (P1,x + 2P2,x)Q2,5x
+3D2x ((P2,2x − P1,2x)Q1,2x + (P1,2x + 2P2,2x)Q2,2x)
−3 ((P2,3x − P1,3x)Q1,3x + (P1,3x + 2P2,3x)Q2,3x)
−D4x ((P1,x + P2,x)Q1,x + P1,xQ2,x − 2(P1,x + P2,x)Q2,x − 2P2,xQ1,x) .
This is symmetric with respect to P and Q and thus we proved the statement. 
This Nijenhuis operator ℜ defined in Theorem 3 has two seeds: the trivial symmetry
ux =
(
φ1,x, φ2,x
)T
and system (1). We can generate the local symmetries of order
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Figure 3: Interrelations between ℜ and H, I of system (1)
3k+1 and 3k+2 for k ≥ 0 of system (1) by recursively applying the operator ℜ on these
two seeds. In particular, ℜ(ux) gives us a local symmetry of order 4 with first component
G(φ1, φ2)φ1 =
1
3
φ1,4x +
2
3
φ2,4x +
2
3
φ1,xφ1,3x +
2
3
φ1,xφ2,3x +
2
3
φ2,xφ1,3x +
1
3
φ21,2x +
2
3
φ1,2xφ2,2x
−2
9
(φ21,x + φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
2,x)(φ1,2x + 2φ2,2x)− 527φ41,x − 29φ21,xφ22,x − 49φ31,xφ2,x − 427φ1,xφ32,x
−e−2φ2 − e−4φ1−4φ2 + e2φ1+2φ2 + e4φ2 + 1
3
(6φ21,x + 12φ1,xφ2,x + 2φ1,2x + 4φ2,2x)e
2φ1
−1
3
(2φ21,x − 4φ1,xφ2,x − 13φ22,x − 2φ1,2x − 10φ2,2x)e2φ2
−1
3
(7φ21,x + 22φ1,xφ2,x + 13φ
2
2,x − 8φ1,2x − 10φ2,2x)e−2φ1−2φ2
and the second component G(φ1, φ2)φ2 = −G(φ2, φ1)φ1.
The adjoint operator of ℜ⋆ gives rise to the cosymmetries of order 3n+ 2 and 3n+ 3. In
figure 3, we list out the orders of symmetries in the left row and orders of cosymmetries
in the right row. We use a circle around a number k to denote that the system does not
possess the symmetries or cosymmetries of order k.
5 Symplectic and Hamiltonian structures
In this section, we show system (1) is generalised bi-Hamiltonian by presenting its Hamil-
tonian and symplectic operators. Surprisingly, the product of these two operator does not
lead to the recursion operator we constructed in section 4.2, but to its square.
We know Hamiltonian operators map cosymmetries to symmetries while symplectic op-
erators map symmetries to cosymmetries. For system (1), from Figure 3 we can draw the
conclusion that the possible order of Hamiltonian operators can only be 3k + 2 and of
symplectic operators 3k + 1. Here we consider positive orders, i.e., k ≥ 0.
For system (1), there exists an anti-symmetric operator H such that( H11 H12
H21 H22
)(
s1,φ1
s1,φ2
)
= −9
( ℜ11 ℜ12
ℜ21 ℜ22
)(
φ1,x
φ2,x
)
, (34)
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where ℜ, s11 and s21 are defined in Theorem 3 and
H11 = φ1,xDx +Dxφ1,x + 2φ2,xDx + 2Dxφ2,x − φ1,xD−1x φ1,t − φ1,tD−1x φ1,x
H12 = 3D2x + 2φ1,xDx − 2φ2,xDx + φ1,xx − φ2,xx − φ21,x − φ22,x − φ1,xφ2,x
+3(v21 + v
2
2 + v
2
3)− φ1,xD−1x φ2,t − φ1,tD−1x φ2,x
and H21(φ1, φ2) = −H12(φ2, φ1); H22(φ1, φ2) = −H11(φ2, φ1).
Theorem 5. The operator H defined above is Hamiltonian.
Proof. We prove this by checking the condition of Theorem 7.8 in [28]. The associated
bi-vector of H is by definition
Θ =
1
2
∫
θ ∧Hθ, where θ = ( θ1, θ2 )T .
We need to check the vanishing of the tri-vector: PrvHθ(Θ) = 0. Instead of writing out
the full calculation, we pick out terms with highest degree in x-derivatives of dependant
variables φ1 and φ2 in 3-form of θ1. The relevant terms in Hθ are(
−φ1,x
(
(2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
1,x)θ1
)
−1 − (2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x) (φ1,xθ1)−1
−φ2,x
(
(2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
1,x)θ1
)
−1 + (2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
2,x) (φ1,xθ1)−1
)
,
where (p)−1 denotes D−1x (p) and such terms in Θ are∫ −φ1,xθ1 ∧ ((2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x)θ1)−1 = ∫ φ1θ1,x ∧ ((2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x)θ1)−1
= − ∫ (2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x)θ1 ∧ (φ1,xθ1)−1
using integration by parts. Thus the terms we look at in PrvHθ(Θ) are∫ −(2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x) (φ1,xθ1)−1 ∧ θ1,x ∧ ((2φ1,xφ2,x + φ21,x)θ1)−1
+
∫
2(φ2,x + φ1,x)φ1,xx
(
(2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
1,x)θ1
)
−1 ∧ θ1 ∧ (φ1,xθ1)−1
+
∫
2φ1,xφ2,xx
(
(2φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
1,x)θ1
)
−1 ∧ θ1 ∧ (φ1,xθ1)−1
= 0.
Similarly we can prove that the tri-vector PrvHθ(Θ) vanishes, which implies that H is a
Hamiltonian operator. 
We now construct a symplectic operator of system (1). Its lowest positive order is 1.
Proposition 4. No weakly nonlocal symplectic operator of order 1 exists for system (1).
Proof. Assume that any of the nonlocal terms of the symplectic operator is of the form
ξ1D
−1
x ξ2, where ξi ∈ Ω1. Since system (1) is homogeneous in the variables φi and vi, ξi
is also homogeneous; its possible weights are 0, 1. From the results in [30], the ξi are
cosymmetries of the system. One can check that the system has no cosymmetries of
weight 1 and 0, that is, no conserved densities of weight 0 and 1. 
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We now look for next lowest order symplectic operator, which is 4. Indeed, there exists
an operator I such that ( I11 I12
I21 I22
)(
φ1,t
φ2,t
)
= δ
∫
g, (35)
where
g = 3φ21,3x + 3φ1,3xφ2,3x + 3φ
2
2,3x − 152 φ1,xxφ2,xx(φ1,xx + φ2,xx)− (24v21 + 15v22 + 24v23)φ21,xx
+5(φ21,x + φ1,xφ2,x + φ
2
2,x)(φ
2
1,xx + φ1,xxφ2,xx + φ
2
2,xx)− (15v21 + 24v22 + 24v23)φ22,xx
−(15v21 + 15v22 + 33v23)φ1,xxφ2,xx + 152 (2v21 − v22 − v23)φ1,xxφ22,x
+15
2
(2v22 − v21 − v23)φ21,xφ2,xx − 52φ21,xφ22,x(φ1,xx + φ2,xx) + 56(φ41,xφ2,xx + φ1,xxφ42,x)
+ 7
27
(φ61,x + φ
6
2,x) +
7
9
(φ51,xφ2,x + φ1,xφ
5
2,x) +
5
9
(3v22 + φ
2
2,x)φ
4
1,x +
5
9
(3v21 + φ
2
1,x)φ
4
2,x
+89
3
(v21 + v
2
3)φ
4
1,x +
89
3
(v22 + v
2
3)φ
4
2,x − 527φ31,xφ32,x + (4213 v23 − 653 v22 + 103 v21)φ1,xφ32,x
+(421
3
v23 − 653 v21 + 103 v22)φ2,xφ31,x + (223v23 − 5v21 − 5v22)φ21,xφ22,x
+(15v42 + 60v
4
1 + 60v
4
3 + 66v
2
1v
2
2 + 66v
2
2v
2
3 + 84v
2
1v
2
3)φ
2
1,x
+(15v41 + 60v
4
2 + 60v
4
3 + 66v
2
1v
2
2 + 66v
2
1v
2
3 + 84v
2
2v
2
3)φ
2
2,x
+(15v41 + 15v
4
2 + 105v
4
3 + 48v
2
1v
2
2 + 84v
2
1v
2
3 + 84v
2
2v
2
3)φ1,xφ2,x − 3(v21 + v22 + v23)3
and
I11 = (2φ1,x + φ2,x)D3x +D3x(2φ1,x + φ2,x) + qDx +Dxq + 13(s1,φ1D−1x s2,φ1 + s2,φ1D−1x s1,φ1);
I12 = 3D4x + 2(φ1,x − φ2,x)D3x + p2D2x + p1Dx + p0 + 13(s1,φ1D−1x s2,φ2 + s2,φ1D−1x s1,φ2).
Here sj,φ1, sj,φ2 are the components of cosymmetries and
q = −2φ1,xxx − φ2,xxx − 2φ1,xφ2,xx − φ2,xφ2,xx − 43φ31,x − 2φ21,xφ2,x + 13φ32,x
+(13φ2,x − 4φ1,x)v21 − (4φ1,x + 2φ2,x)v22 − (4φ1,x + 17φ2,x)v23;
p2 = 3φ1,xx − 3φ2,xx − φ21,x − φ1,xφ2,x − φ22,x + 15(v21 + v22 + v23);
p1 = φ1,xxx − φ2,xxx − 2φ1,xφ2,xx − 4φ2,xφ2,xx − 43φ31,x − φ21,xφ2,x + φ1,xφ22,x + 43φ32,x
+(11φ1,x + 4φ2,x)v
2
1 − (4φ1,x − 49φ2,x)v22 − (19φ1,x + 41φ2,x)v23;
p0 = −(φ1,x + 2φ2,x)φ2,xxx + 2φ21,xx + φ1,xxφ2,xx − 2(φ21,x + φ1,xφ2,x)φ1,xx − (φ21,x − 2φ22,x)φ2,xx
+(10φ1,xx + 2φ2,xx − 2φ21,x − 4φ22,x)v21 − (2φ1,xx − 29φ2,xx + 4φ21,x + 8φ1,xφ2,x − 36φ22,x)v22
−(14φ1,xx + 25φ2,xx − 6φ21,x − 38φ1,xφ2,x − 28φ22,x)v23 + 12(v21 + v22 + v23)2;
And I21(φ1, φ2) = −I12(φ2, φ1); I22(φ1, φ2) = −I11(φ2, φ1).
Theorem 6. The operator I defined above is symplectic.
Proof. We use the notation dφ = (dφ1, dφ2)
T . The 2-form defined by the operator I is
ω = 1
2
∫
dφ ∧ Idφ
=
∫ (
(2φ1,x + φ2,x)dφ1 ∧ dφ1,3x + q(φ1, φ2) dφ1 ∧ dφ1,x + 13s1,φ1dφ1 ∧D−1x (s2,φ1dφ1)
+3 dφ1 ∧ dφ2,4x + 2(φ1,x − φ2,x)dφ1 ∧ dφ2,3x + p2dφ1 ∧ dφ2,2x + p1dφ1 ∧ dφ2,x
+p0dφ1 ∧ dφ2 + 13s1,φ1dφ1D−1x (s2,φ2dφ2) + 13s2,φ1dφ1D−1x (s1,φ2dφ2)
−(2φ2,x + φ1,x)dφ2 ∧ dφ2,3x − q(φ2, φ1) dφ2 ∧ dφ2,x + 13s1,φ2dφ2 ∧D−1x (s2,φ2dφ2)
)
.
We now compute dω. Instead of carrying out the whole computation, we only demonstrate
the method by picking out 3-forms of φ1 and its x-derivatives in dω. These are as follows:∫ (
2dφ1,x ∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ1,3x − 2dφ1,3x ∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ1,x − 23dφ1,xx ∧ dφ1 ∧D−1x (s2,φ1dφ1)
−1
3
s1,φ1dφ1 ∧D−1x ((4φ1,x + 2φ2,x)dφ1,xx ∧ dφ1 + (4φ1,xx + 2φ2,xx)dφ1,x ∧ dφ1)
)
=
∫ (
2
3
s2,φ1D
−1
x (dφ1,xx ∧ dφ1) ∧ dφ1 − 13s1,φ1dφ1 ∧ (4φ1,x + 2φ2,x)dφ1,x ∧ dφ1
)
=
∫
2
3
s2,φ1dφ1,x ∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ1 = 0.
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By working out for other terms, we can show dω = 0. Thus we prove I is symplectic. 
Theorem 7. System (1) is a bi-Hamiltonian system.
Proof. We only need to show that the symplectic operator I defined in Theorem 6 and
Hamiltonian operator H defined in Theorem 5 are compatible. Operator H is of order
2 and operator I is of order 4. This leads to that HI is of order 6. By straightforward
computation, one can verifies that HI = 27ℜ2, where ℜ is defined in Theorem 3. From
Theorem 4, we know ℜ is Nijenhuis. So is the operator ℜ2. Thus these two operators are
compatible. Hence we proved the statement. 
We can check that the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied for H and I. Therefore,
starting from four starting points, two symmetries appeared in H and two cosymmetries
appeared in I, we can generate a hierarchy of commuting local symmetries, which are all
Hamiltonian vector fields and their Hamiltonian are in involution.
6 Discussion
In this paper, we prove that for compatible weakly nonlocal Hamiltonian and symplectic
operators, hierarchies of infinitely many commuting local symmetries and conservation
laws can be generated under some easily verified conditions no matter whether the gener-
ating Nijenhuis operators are weakly nonlocal or not. The problem how to generate local
symmetries and conservation laws when the Nijenhuis operators are no longer weakly
nonlocal has not been studied before. As in Example 2 and 3 where the objects are differ-
ential polynomials, we believe that assumption 4 in Theorem 2 can be relaxed in general.
However, we are not able to simplify this assumption yet.
We construct a recursion operator ℜ, a Hamiltonian operatorH and a symplectic operator
I for system (1). We show that HI = ℜ2. This leads to ℜ2kH being Hamiltonian and
compatible toH for k ∈ N. An immediate question is: is ℜH Hamiltonian and compatible
to H? We conjecture the answer is positive. However, the computation involved is rather
big and we have not found an elegant way to prove it.
In the Lax representation L(λ) of system (1), cf. formula (22), ∆ is a 3× 3 matrix. The
natural generalisation is ∆ being n× n matrix. The construction in this paper works for
any finite n. For a given n, the corresponding system possesses a recursion operator ℜ of
order n, which can be constructed in the same manner as in Section 4.2. The system is
bi-Hamiltonian with the lowest positive order of Hamiltonian operator H being n−1 and
that of a symplectic operator I being n+1. These operators have the same properties as
we discussed for n = 3, namely, HI does not give rise to ℜ, but ℜ2.
If we treat arbitrary n by considering ∆ as a shift operator, this leads to a 2+1-dimensional
lattice-field integrable equation. Recently, Blaszak and Szum have constructed Hamilto-
nian operators for such type of equations with a certain type of Lax operator [40]. It
would be interesting to construct the bi-Hamiltonian structure for the 2 + 1-dimensional
lattice-field equation and to see how this structure is related to the ones with finite periods.
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Appendix
Here we give the lemmas used in proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Lemma 7 is due to
Sergyeyev [31]. To increase the readability, we include the statement here.
Lemma 7. Let the nonlocal terms of a Nijenhuis operator ℜ : h→ h be of the form∑l
j=1Qj ⊗D−1x βj , where Pj ∈ h and βj ∈ Ω1.
1. If for all j, k = 1, · · · , l, we have LQjβk = 0 and both βj and ℜ⋆(βj) are closed, then
for any h0 ∈ h such that Lh0ℜ = 0 and Lh0βj = 0, all hi = ℜi(h0) are local and
commute, where i = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
2. If LQjℜ = 0, then for any ξ0 such that LQjξ0 = 0 and both ξ0 and ℜ⋆(ξ0) are closed,
all ξi = ℜ⋆i(ξ0) are local and closed, where i = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
The following theorem was proved by A.V. Mikhailov, Applied Mathematics Department,
University of Leeds and published here with his kind permission.
Theorem 8. Let fk, gk ∈ AN (either in h and/or in Ω1), vector-columns f1, . . . , fn be
linearly independent over C and
n∑
k=1
fkD
−1
x g
tr
k + gkD
−1
x f
tr
k = 0, (36)
then
gk =
n∑
i=1
fiAi k
where
Ai k = −Ak i, Dx(Ai k) = 0.
The proof of the Theorem is based on two Lemmas.
Lemma 8. If
n∑
k=1
fkD
−1
x g
tr
k + gkD
−1
x f
tr
k = 0
then for any p, q ∈ Z≥0
n∑
k=1
Dpx(fk)D
q
x(g
tr
k ) +D
p
x(gk)D
q
x(f
tr
k ) = 0. (37)
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Proof. Indeed, it follows from (36) that
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n∑
k=1
fkD
j
xg
tr
k + gkD
j
xf
tr
k
)
D−1−jx = 0
and thus for any q ∈ Z≥0
n∑
k=1
fkD
q
x(g
tr
k ) + gkD
q
x(f
tr
k ) = 0, q = 0, 1, . . . . (38)
In order to demonstrate (37) we use induction. It follows from (38) that the statement is
true for p = 0 and any q ∈ Z≥0. Let us assume that (37) is valid for any q and p ≤ l − 1
and then show that it is true for p = l. For p = l − 1 we have
n∑
k=1
Dl−1x (fk)D
q
x(g
tr
k ) +D
l−1
x (gk)D
q
x(f
tr
k ) = 0.
Applying Dx we get
n∑
k=1
(
Dlx(fk)D
q
x(g
tr
k ) +D
l
x(gk)D
q
x(f
tr
k )
)
+
n∑
k=1
(
Dl−1x (fk)D
q+1
x (g
tr
k ) +D
l−1
x (gk)D
q+1
x (f
tr
k )
)
= 0.
The last sum vanishes due to the induction assumption. Thus (37) is true for p = l. 
Let Fk, Gk denote infinite dimensional vector-columns
Fk =


fk
Dx(fk)
...
Dpx(fk)
...

 , Gk =


gk
Dx(gk)
...
Dpx(gk)
...

 ,
and F,G denote matrices
F = (F1, . . . ,Fn), G = (G1, . . . ,Gn).
Then (37) can be written in the form
FGtr +GF tr = 0 . (39)
Lemma 9. Let vectors f1, . . . , fn be linearly independent over C, then vectors F1, . . . ,Fn
are linearly independent over A and thus
rank (F ) = n.
Proof. Let us assume the opposite, i.e. rank (F ) = m < n. Without a loss of generality
we shall assume that the first m vectors F1, . . . ,Fm are linearly independent over A and
thus the rest vectors Fk, k = m+ 1, . . . n can be expressed as
Fk =
m∑
s=1
Fsαsk, αsk ∈ A, k = m+ 1, . . . , n.
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The latter is equivalent to
Dpx(fk) =
m∑
s=1
Dpx(fs)αsk, k = m+ 1, . . . , n, p ∈ Z≥0. (40)
Differentiating (40) we find
Dp+1x (fk) =
m∑
s=1
Dpx(fs)Dx(αsk) +
m∑
s=1
Dp+1x (fs)αsk =
m∑
s=1
DpxfsDx(αsk) +D
p+1
x (fk)
and thus
m∑
s=1
Dpx(fs)Dx(αsk) = 0.
Since vectors F1, . . . ,Fm are assumed to be linearly independent, we have Dx(αsk) = 0
and thus αsk ∈ C. It follows from (40) at p = 0 that vectors fk are linearly dependent
over C. 
Proof of Theorem 8. From Lemma 2 it follows that the rank of matrix F in (39) is n,
thus vector columns of F and G span the same linear space and therefore
Gk =
n∑
i=1
FiAi k (41)
or
Dpx(gk) =
n∑
i=1
Dpx(fi)Ai k (42)
Substitution of (41) in (39) gives F (Atr + A)F tr = 0 and since rankF = n we get
Atr + A = 0. From (42) it follows that
Dp+1x (gk) =
n∑
i=1
Dpx(fi)Dx(Ai k) +D
p+1
x (fi)Ai k = D
p+1
x (gk) +
n∑
i=1
Dpx(fi)Dx(Ai k)
which leads to Dx(Ai k) = 0 (since rankF = n). 
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